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ACIM Special Messages handwriting segments transcribed

Special Messages handwritten pages transcribed
First off, gentle reader, be aware that we are very much
aware that the work of studying Helen Schucman’s scribings
has barely begun. We are still trying to pull together the
various bits and pieces which have survived and make them
available and presentable.

rather sure we haven’t read it correctly and in others I’m very
doubtful about our best guesses.

Nothing in this compilation is in any sense “finished”
or “finalized” and we are very aware that our work is
preliminary, tentative, unfinished, and in no way “definitive.”

We have one word which shows up three times, which
might be the name of an anti-anxiety drug, judging by the
context. The word appears to be “libr” but might well be
something different. Because it is followed by a dot, which
Helen often used to signify an abbreviation, or the missing last
portion of a word, this might be a short form or abbreviation
for “Librium” which is an anti-anxiety medication, described
by Wikipedia as the “first” such medication and discovered in
1954. Thus it likely would have been available and perhaps
even common at the time. It is also suggested by Wikipedia
that it is sometimes used as a sleeping pill.

Should you suspect an error or have any clues as to
what the portions we were not able to read might be, please let
us know!

We invite your close inspection, detailed study and
further inquiry and look forward to what you will add to our
rather limited understanding of this material.
Few portions have been less thoroughly examined than
the Special Messages. Everything contained in this segment is
to be considered “tentative and preliminary” in the extreme.
In this case, and this case only, we have attempted to
transcribe Schucman’s handwriting. The handwritten portions
of the Special Messages are a modest task. Eventually, of
course, all the other handwritten pages for which we have no
transcript must also be tackled.

Of course … this is only a guess.
Several of these items appear to be of the same general
sort as many other “Special Messages” so their inclusion in this
collection seems warranted. Others are more like personal
notes Helen wrote to herself. And then we have Lesson 40 on
an index card with a prayer apparently written by Schucman.

Many thanks are due to Lee Flynn for his massive
assistance in working out the less legible portions. While
acknowledging Lee’s enormous assistance, don’t blame him
for any errors here. Of course we cannot be sure in all cases
that our “reading” of Schucman’s handwriting is correct, and
the reader should bear in mind that these are tentative readings,
sometimes more tentative than others. In some cases I’m

The actual physical differences between the items are
also interesting, suggesting that some actually derive from
different physical sources and perhaps from different periods.
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While most of it is undated, all of it appears to be late material,
perhaps entirely mid-1978.

Scribal Transcript or Urtext and an E-text of the latter. In this
case we just have the Notes and the E-text.

Where we have two pages copied onto a single sheet, it
appears to be a small notebook opened, with two pages per
copy.

This material, although not part of the Notes filing at
the USCO could be added there since it is handwriting. It
could also be added to the Scribal Transcript or confined to the
E-text.

In all our other presentation of “transcripts” we have
presented the Scribes’ own typed transcript in facsimile and Etext forms. And, in our other presentations of handwritten
material, we’ve cross-referenced it to the extant transcripts.
With this material, however, we have no Scribal transcript,
only our own, and of course the “authority” of our reading of
Helen’s handwriting is not at all the same as that of the
Scribes! And for the transcript of the Special Messages we do
have, we generally don’t have any corresponding Notes pages.

And then there is the question of how to reference it.
Should the discreet items here be considered additional Special
Messages to add to the 27 + the poem? Or should this be
considered a distinct collection?
While recognizing that there are many ways of handling
this, we are going to count each discreet item as a distinct
“Special Message” and arrange them as close to
chronologically as we can, and where undated, we’ll go with
the USCO order, for lack of any other alternative. And for the
illegible page? It’s just an illegible page, we have no idea what
it originally was.

This of course creates a bit of a challenge in terms of
how to package and present the material. Generally we’ve
presented three “versions” where available, the Notes, the
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p.54 UR_F 58

We give up … this one only offers a few letters and glyphs which we can
read. This page very dramatically underscores the need for scholarly access
to the originals which, presumably, are at least somewhat more legible.
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29)
p.55 UR_F 59

7/22/78
There is no cause for fear. Make no
decisions now. There is a plan for
the future which is not what you expect.
God knows what it is, and you
do not. Do not try to figure
it out.
You are not in danger. You are not
responsible. God is responsible for
Ken and Judy
The Kingdom is perfectly united and perfectly protected
and the ego will not prevail over it.

Trust is your lesson. God IS with you.
She will not get the house. It
would be a mistake.

4
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30)
p. 56a UR_F 60 <left panel>
You can call Red (Rod?) but he cannot help.
You can call Armstrong but he cannot help.
You should call him to tell him what's
happening, but the problem is not there.
The Suit does not matter.
435-4130 11-1 Calif.
Leave 6:30 Calif. Time

5
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31)
P 56b UR_F 60 <right panel>
There is no fear in perfect love. In
hate there is only fear. Do not
be deceived by the idea of
neutrality. Vengeance is mine,
sayeth the ego, and death is its
strongest weapon.

6
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32)
p 57a UR_F 61 <left panel>
Pray for him and do not
be concerned with what
you think he has done to you.
He is fine and so are you.
Be at peace with this.
11-2 gone

7
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33)
p 57b UR_F 61 <right panel>
This is a Librium effect, but only partly.
You may not be able to cut
out the Librium without too great
anxiety, but you will come to realize
that it is increas?? rather with increas??

comes anxiety.
Do not make a radical
change now. You are not ready.
But consider the need to do so, which
may be all you can do at the
moment.

8
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33b)
p 58a UR_F 62 <left panel>
Do not be concerned. There is no
cause for alarm in whatever
you do. Librium will not harm you
and sec. has no effect. There is
one point, however, to remember.
What you think will hurt you will.
What you think will not hurt you won't.
Be still and know that I am
God, and you will not fail to
sleep.

7/31/78

9
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34)
p 58b UR_F 62 <right panel>
There is no help in your attitude???

The exam was adequate but
teaching ??????. It is a matter
of trust to let it go, because/become
comfort?? to subj??. Therefore you will
not like the guesses because you do
not trust them. You are not
ready to have them made up.
9-11
12-1

10
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35)
p 59a UR_F 63 <left panel>

It is for him. He will sleep like a baby
because of your forgiveness. He does not need
anything else. I guarantee his
sleep. A pill can not.

11
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36)
p 59b UR_F 63 <right panel>
anger burns and rage is
murderous. No wonder you are
afraid. This is the cause. But
Jonathan can help with the palliative, which
you do need under the circumstances.

There is no need to see a
doctor. You will be healed.
Do nothing but keep it
clean with mineral oil
and use the desatin.

12
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37)
P 60 UR_F 64

I am the least and yet the greatest. I
who walk with you have Heaven's might with me.
I go in glory. For you walk with me.
Deliver me into Our Father's arms.

13
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37b)
P 61 UR_F 65
?? ?? my lord, ?????
I seek my Father's Everlasting Arms
which I alone can never hope to find
For I am frail in seeking and in love.
There will be one who holds a halting hand
before me on my lonely journeying
who will forever bar the way to me.
and I will faint in an illusion's hold
But come/bring you with me and I cannot fail
to find my Father's house. As we approach
the holy gate illusions shudder back
Illusions shudder from the light we bring
and angels come to offer us/me their wings.
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Special Messages Editor’s Notes
There are three sources which confirm the USCO “Special Messages” section in Volume 2 of the 22 consists of 65
pages, 57 of which are typed, and 8 of which are all or partly
handwritten. One of latter is almost completely illegible in the
copies we have available. As far as I know none of it has been
transcribed and published previously.
A copy of the 65 pages in the same order in which they
appear in Ryan Rothgeb’s Complete ACIM CD, and presumably also at the USCO is included for reference. On the menu it
is “S-M in (USCO sequence)” and the filename is “7b UR_F Special Messages.pdf”.
A second copy of the Urtext material is found in the file
named “7b Special Messages URTEXT Manuscript v2.pdf”. On the
menu that is Special Messages. This copy has the material arranged in chronological sequence.
The e-text of the Special Messages is also organized in
this chronological sequence. The square bracketed [UR_F ##]
references refer to the page numbers in the original 65 page
Urtext collection.
The 57 typed pages contain 28 discreet documents, one
of which is a poem, plus a title page. The 8 handwritten pages
include 12 notebook pages which we have partly transcribed.
We have identified 9 discreet “messages” on these 12 pages
which, when added to the previous 28 gives us a total of 37
discreet documents. The e-text presentation of the Special
Messages here includes all 37. There is one page which remains entirely undecipherable to us.

The Release Notes document accompanying this distribution provides extensive documentation regarding this compilation, its history, and its provenance. Should you have questions
concerning the material, they are likely answered there.
General Introduction
As noted in the Release Notes in greater detail, except
for the HLC manuscript and two pages of the Song of Prayer,
this source for this compilation is believed to be the material is
the 22 volumes Kenneth Wapnick filed at the United States
Copyright Office (USCO) in 1991 under the General title “The
Unpublished Writings of Helen Schucman”. The USCO deposit number is TXu 421-821.
The Special Messages material in the USCO “Urtext”
collection presents a number of unique challenges for indexing
and referencing. Much of it has not been widely published
(messages with *asterisks do not appear in any later version of
the ACIM canon) so there is no previously existing model of
organization for the material by which to reference or structure
it.
As with all the USCO material, since I don’t personally
have access to the USCO, I can’t personally verify anything
about it. I am almost entirely dependent on copies of copies
and the various copies which have been provided me are not
always identical. In addition there are reports of unknown reliability, depending as they do on the vagaries of human recollection, from people who have seen the material but who also
don’t have certified copies against which to check.
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In Volume 3 of the 22 we have “Special Messages”
handwritten Notes for three of the Urtext messages. SM 16,
that of December 31, 1975 shows up in Volume 3, pages 6264. SM 17, that for April 10, 1976 shows up as page 70 of
volume 3. The poem “Stranger on the Road” (SM 28) appears
on pages 71-74 of volume 3.
While many of these 37 documents are “special messages” which is to say they appear to be “channelled” and they
do not appear to have been intended to be part of the Course.
In the case of the poem, Stranger on the Road it does not appear channelled. In the case of several of the pre-1975 documents, they were in fact included by Helen and Bill in the HLC
and later in the FIP First Edition as well. This material was
thus regarded as part of the Course. The Urtext versions are
dated and the dating is out of sequence with its position in the
Text. It would appear these were dictated corrections or clarifications made later for insertion in earlier material. Certainly
that is what the Scribes did with two of these. How they ended
up being filed as “Special Messages” is then a bit of a mystery.
As noted elsewhere, much of the USCO Urtext material
presents sequencing challenges, since the order of the material
as it was delivered to us is neither the same as the earlier Notes
nor the later HLC in all cases. We have taken the HLC sequence as our norm, where applicable, and both referenced
everything else to that and re-arranged the Urtext pages in our
compilation to reflect the sequence in that document. With two
exceptions, that material is, as far as we can determine, organized chronologically. We don’t know what the actual order of
the material at the USCO is, or where nor when the “rearrangement” occurred.
The two exceptions to chronological sequencing are:

1)
Special Message 11 appears on page 682 of
the Urtext Text volume, section T 18 H, dated May 31
1967. The immediately following material is dated
February 16, 1967, three and one half months earlier.
This location was chosen due to the HLC putting it in
that sequence.
2)
Special Message 12 appears on page 808, because that is the HLC sequence, even though it was dictated nearly a year later. (see discussion below for Special Message 12)
At some point, someone separated out some material
and filed it in this “Special Messages” collection. Many of the
page number gaps in the USCO Urtext Text match the page
numbers marked on this material exactly, in chronological sequence, strongly suggesting it originally was part of that document and was later removed. After the Course was published,
Schucman continued to hear “The Voice” and take notes, and
this collection includes some of that later (after 1975) material.
There is no apparent order to the sequencing of the material as packaged when we received it. It appears to be largely
random. In our preparation of this edition we have re-arranged
the material in chronological sequence based on marked dates
and page numbers. That item dated “December 14” with no
year is deemed to be Dec. 14 1965, but that dating is somewhat
tentative and inferred from the nature of the content. It appears
as Special Message 6.
There are also three pages duplicated from, to my eye,
the identical original typed page. These identical duplicates are
not included in the chronological compilation. Other duplicates, where they appear not to be copies of the same original
copy, or where there is something uniquely interesting about
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most certainly not “channelled” material. Of those 27 fourteen
are post-scribal era messages, from October 1975 to March
1978. Those are messages 14-27. While these include quite a
variety of elements, most contain a common theme of Helen
being reassured about anxieties and fears while she asks for a
kind of guidance including “details of the plan” that she is not
given and told could not deal with if she was! This material
casts some interesting light on the early years of ACIM publishing.
Of the remaining 13 however, as noted, 5 are preserved
in the text of the HLC and FIP Text volume with some alterations, but they are not “omitted” as “personal messages.”
Special Messages 1, 3, 10, 11, and 12 show up, in part
at least in both the HLC and later FIP editions.
We thus have 8 “Scribal Era” messages and 14 postscribing messages, five small slices of the ACIM Text, and a
poem. The 9 handwritten messages we’ve been able to transcribe include only two dated pages. At this stage, any attempt
to speculate on the dates of the others would be exceedingly
tentative.
This certainly begs the question as to what criteria were
used, and by whom, to segregate some of this material as “special messages.”
It is quite possible the decision was not made by the
Scribes, who certainly proceeded to include some of the material in the Text volume in subsequent editing. It is possible it
was a “filing error” made some time after the editing.
For the moment, because they are filed at the USCO in
this manner, the only change I’ve made is to place them in
chronological order where possible and number the distinct
messages sequentially for ease of reference. I don’t think sev-

each, are kept together in this compilation. The result is 56
typed pages which contain 28 identifiable distinct items, of
which one is a heavily marked-up rough draft of a poem by
Schucman and five appear in the Text in later versions, and not
in any obvious way “personal” messages in the sense of being
material which didn’t belong in the Course. This leaves 21
discreet “messages” which do not appear in later versions. One
reason is that 14 of them are dated after the publication of the
First Edition! Some “messages” probably do not belong in this
collection at all, as they are not “special” messages, but part of
the ACIM Text in the view of all of ACIM’s subsequent editors.
In addition there are of course the 9 for which we have
only the handwritten original, and no scribal transcript.
One unusual document is a poem by Helen Schucman,
“The Stranger on the Road” which is heavily marked up, leaving us with several possible renditions. This does not appear to
be “scribed” or dictated material, but rather Helen’s own original creative work. The appropriateness of including it at all is
therefore very much open to question. We decided to simply
include everything in the USCO “Special Messages” material
we were able to obtain and leave questions about the possible
removal or relocation of any of it to another time except where
the material was included in later versions.
For the purpose of the Concordance, we have numbered
these items in chronological sequence, 1 through 28. In addition, in the photocopy facsimile (scanned image files in PDF
format) we have additional “sections” for the duplicate material.
The first 27 are “Special Messages” in the USCO file
then, more or less, while the 28th is certainly a poem and al-
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Course and were rightly removed. A similar case can be made
for a number of segments that survived into the main body of
the Urtext Text volume at the USCO.
What we are setting out to do here is not, at least not at
this point, make a determination about what does or doesn’t
belong in “the Course.” What we are setting out to do is provide ACIM scholars with as complete a picture of what the
Scribes wrote as we can so that such a determination can ultimately be made in the most informed manner possible. I certainly don’t claim to be qualified to rule anything “out.” I am,
however, doing my best to present everything which might be
considered a candidate for inclusion so that nothing ends up
being overlooked inadvertently.
Now, let’s briefly look at these items in a bit more detail.

eral of them belong in this list but it is beyond the scope of this
project to start removing material!
Those which appear to belong in the Urtext Text volume have been returned to that volume in their chronological
order except for messages 11 and 12 as noted above which are
inserted in the HLC sequence.
This certainly raises an issue for scholarship to address,
and that is the question of what “rightfully belongs” in the
Urtext? We initially set out to maximize inclusivity. If any
case could be made that anything had ever been in there, and
we had some means of assigning it a place, no matter that it
had been removed somewhere along the road, we put it back
in.
There certainly is a valid argument that some of these
bits are highly personal and were not intended as part of the

4

The 28 Urtext typed Special Messages
1. * Pages 1 though 7 carry the handwritten page
numbers 62 to 67, followed by an unnumbered page.

great hurry, haphazardly, and was not checked. The process
appears to have been just slightly better than random.

In the Urtext Text volume as delivered from the USCO, the
numbering skips from 61 to 69 and this material was clearly
extracted from the Urtext and removed to Special Messages for
reasons unknown. Most of this material survives into the HLC
and later FIP editions and so we have put it back where it
clearly originated in our edition of the USCO Urtext.
This appears to be very early dictation in November of
1965 although it is undated. We do know the material begins
(page 1) on Oct 21, 1965 and the next date we find is November 15. This material appears to be about in the middle of that
three week period.

3. * Pages 9 through 16 carry the handwritten page
numbers 88 to 95.

The pagination in the Urtext skips from 87 to 96. It is mysterious why these pages were removed to the “Special Messages” section. In the later HLC and the FIP editions, all this
material, save for some minor abridgements, appears in exactly
its original location. What is left out of later editions is what
follows immediately after this, the material on possession. In
the Urtext these appear as 89-96.
4. Pages 17-18 Nov. 16, 1965 “directly to WT”

“Here I am [Lord]” Twin typings with a few differences.

2. Page 8 November 15, 1965.

5. Page 19 Dec. 1, 1965 WT Special Note for HS.

Hand-written “83a” at top of page indicates this material
was also removed from the Urtext. In this case we really are
dealing with a “personal aside.” This was replaced and now
appears as page 84 in the Urtext Text. It was included because
it so much is a part of the preceding 2 pages, most of which
were omitted in the HLC. As Jesus’ “concluding statement” on
the admittedly “private” discussion, it seemed if we’re to include the first part, we need to include the conclusion. It would
seem that the removal of this one page, really just one paragraph, was a mistake. Either the whole discussion should be
removed or none at all.
Actually it appears to me that “mistake” isn’t quite the right
word. One does get the feeling that the separation of the material into the “Urtext” and the “Special Messages” was done in a

This material carries the page number 164. That page
number shows up dated Dec 12, 1965, right after material dated
Nov. 30, 1965, in the Urtext. But this material is almost certainly not intended as part of the Course, and is really a “Special Message.”
There is a second copy, of lower quality, possibly a photocopy of a carbon copy, which is otherwise identical and so has
not been included.
It may be that it was in fact inserted in this location, and
numbered sequentially, and then before December 7, was recognized as “not belonging” and was removed. The segment of
the Urtext which covers this period is not present in the Notes.
That could be because we’re missing a substantial chunk, or
because this material was “dictated without notes.” Or there
may be another reason I haven’t guessed.
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At that page number in the Ur begins an 8 page section
which did not survive into any later editions, presumably being
thought to be “Special Messages” and not intended for the
Course. At that page in the Notes we have a gap in which the
next 16 pages if the Urtext are not included. One cannot help
but wonder if the intent was to remove pages 164 to 172 and
instead pages 62 to 67 were removed by mistake? The editors
clearly did view the 164-172 material as not part of the dictation of the Course, therefore presumably as “Special Messages” yet that material did not make it into this section although it has a much better claim to being regarded as “Special
Messages” than the page 62-68 material.
Of course I’m just speculating on possible explanations.
This riddle certainly needs further research. I simply wish to
point out the oddities in this portion of the material which cry
out for a more in-depth investigation.

ever, and despite its being about “a specific relationship,” the
message here is very generalizable.
8. Page 23 Sept. 16, 1966 Special Message for WT

Marked by hand 287a (I-II) This obviously “special” and
“personal” message was dictated between the marked pages
287 and 288 (absolute pages 459-460).
In the USCO deposit there is a second copy of this page
which does not include the handwritten page numbers and is of
such poor quality that it is almost unreadable. It is rather like a
10th generation photocopy. It’s not included in our distribution.
9. Page 24 Nov. 15, 1966 Special Note for HS.

A personal message originally appearing as page 370A, absolute page 544.
10. * Pages 25-27 Dec. 30, 1966 “Special Message on
Empathy”

While marked “special message” that is then crossed out,
there is nothing obviously “Special” about this material. In the
HLC and FIP editions, Chapter 16 begins with this material.
Page marking 428-430.

6. Page 20 Dec. 14, 1965 Special Message: “Specific Guidance”

Here we find the first of the instructions about what to include and not include in “the notes” which Helen is taking,
notes that will one day be “The Course.”
The USCO file includes a second copy of this page which
is missing the handwritten mark-up consisting of square brackets which the Scribes used to indicate material to be deleted.
Except for that missing mark-up, it is identical, and so has not
been included.

11. * Pages 28-30 May 31, 1967 Special Message,
marked 631a, 631b and 631c.

This message appears in the HLC out of chronological sequence, as noted above. We inserted it into the Urtext manuscript in the HLC sequence as section H of chapter 18 (page
682).
12. * Page 31 March 11, 1968 Special Message “The
Branch in the Road” marked 808a

7. Pages 21-22 Sept. 13-14, 1966 “No escape from
Salvation”

This page is marked “808a” and the date fits between the
pages marked 808 (March 5, 1968) and 809 (March 12, 1968).
This is chapter 28, between T 28 F 3 and T 28 F 4 in our numbering scheme, or absolute page numbers 982-983. This mate-

Urtext pages 455-456, marked 282 283. The page numbers
marked fit a gap, and so this material is placed where it was
originally dictated. This material is not preserved in the HLC.
It fairly clearly was dictated in the middle of this section, how-
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the words are underlined “Do not assume that you are right because an answer seems to come from Him.” There is much
more material of interest regarding anxieties and uncertainties
about ‘the future.’

rial does show up in the HLC, in chapter 22 which was dictated
almost a year earlier. So that is where we put it in the Urtext
manuscript and E-text files, in the same place as the HLC did.
Mostly this was because at the time we compiled it, our project
was cross-referencing with the HLC. It seems clear that the
Scribes felt it belonged there and quite possibly they understood it as one of those later “corrections” which were dictated,
and the “special message” moniker may have been an error. In
one of those extraordinary coincidences, this turns out to be the
actual, absolute page number 808 of the Urtext. It would seem
likely that the page number, which was consistent with the
pagination they were using in the previous and succeeding
week, derives from the original date of typing, however, and
that the coincidence with the later absolute page numbering is
coincidental.

15. Page 37 December 15 1975 “Impending
Changes”

Almost simultaneous with the mistaken granting of a copyright by the USCO, we again find “each” rather than “both”
suggesting the message is understood to be for more than just
Helen and Bill. Kenneth Wapnick has commented on the
“Special Messages” of this era and their specificity about
things predicted to happen which Wapnick reports, generally
didn’t happen.
What we see reflected here is an anxious Helen looking for
specific instructions and sometimes “hearing” specific predictions but hearing wrong.
The Voice does indicate there is a “listening problem” and
attempts to explain it.

13. Pages 32 & 33 June 19, 1968 “As you see him
you will see yourself” (copied on 51)

The theme of this message, “as you judge so shall you
judge yourself” appears often in the Course, and is being restated here with unusual directness and clarity and specificity.

16. Page 38 Dec. 31, 1975 Special Message for New
Years

14. Pages 34-36 Oct. 5, 1975 Special Message.

This one is indeed fitting for New Year’s Eve, and as with
the pervious message, addresses the topic of asking for and receiving guidance. This is one of the few Special Messages for
which I’ve been able to locate the original Notes. It’s in USCO
volume 3, pages 62-64.

This three page document is quite stunning and perhaps of
great historical significance. Previously the “Voice” has addressed “both” (presumably Helen and Bill) but now is addressing “each.” By October of 1975, Judith Skutch and Kenneth Wapnick have joined the team, the Course has been published in limited numbers, and is beginning to attract interest.
This message occurs within a few days of the application for
copyright on the Course, an idea Helen insisted came from
“The Voice.” In time it was to turn out that the material could
not be copyrighted as it was already in the public domain when
the copyright was applied for. On the top of the second page

17. Page 39 April 10, 1976 “A stunning end to all
your trials”

Once again we have the ‘New Year’ theme, trials, and even
blazing glory. I believe in 1976 Helen was thinking about retiring, which may be the sub-text behind asking “about the
Medical Center.”
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18. Page 40 July 17, 1976 Special Message: “The
Powers of Darkness”.

24. Pages 47-48 Jan. 14, 1978 “Further Reassurance” for the “mother”

Helen had been promised a year which would be “different” and better than the previous, in the New Years Eve message (above) but by July isn’t seeing things as she’d like! Jesus
says “I did not fail my promises” suggesting that Helen is feeling that he did! Jesus points out that the “darkness” Helen perceives is of her own making and not really “there.”

Here we have the “mother” …who is doubting the “Voice”
she head. As with many of these later messages, Helen is anxious and the “message” is one of reassurance.
25. Page 49 January 25, 1978 “Leave this in my
hands”

This is a curious message. The Judy may be Judith Skutch
who had become de-facto publisher of ACIM by 1978. If
genuine, the Voice is indicating difficulty reaching “them.” Or
perhaps this is Helen having difficulty reaching “them.”
We do note a common theme in the opening remarks “leave
this in my hands.” Previously we’ve seen “Do nothing” and in
SM 26 Helen is told that it is impossible to explain the details
of the plan, but she is not to worry.
Generally in these post-scribal messages we get the sense
of a Helen who is worried, feeling herself the victim of “trials”
and seeking Guidance but apparently not getting from that
Guidance the peace she is seeking, because in the next message
she is yet again anxious.

19. Pages 41-42 October 2, 1976 Was there a Physical Resurrection

(copied 54) This stunning discussion answers a question often begged by other material in the Course. Here it is answered! Perhaps it did not make it into the Course because, by
October of 1976, the First Edition was already in print.
20. Page 43 March 20, 1977 “You have denied the
love of your life”

We might wonder WHO that might be, but we are not told.
The familiar theme of “brother as saviour” is here repeated.
21. Page 44 April 6, 1977 “Easter Encouragement”

This one is an enigma.
22. Page 45 Jan. 1 1978 “The Stillborn Child …”

26. Page 50, Feb 24 1978 “The FIP (Foundation) has
a limited function”

I don’t know what the “Stillborn Child” is in this item, nor
what Helen needs to do for her “function [to] be fulfilled” but it
would appear that it is the Course, and the “plan” for the
Course which will be revealed to as soon as “you can see that
life is there, and has been born to you.”

As with other messages in this era, the concerns being addressed appear to relate to the publication and dissemination of
the Course. We see the familiar themes of “you will be told
when you ask” and “you cannot understand the plan” which is
long term and of great significance.

23. Page 46 Jan. 7, 1978 “You have been given
charge of one way to God”

27. Page 51 March 12, 1978 “Jerry’s Medicine”

appears to refer to the Course and Helen’s “function” with
which she is struggling.

This is the last dated writing of Helen Schucman known to
me. After the years of struggle we see reflected in these messages, within three years of this message she was dead.
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Apparently Helen is ill at the time of this message, as her
brother is offering her medicine and she is told “you will be
healed by wanting only the peace of God.”
In 1980 Schucman was diagnosed with advanced pancreatic cancer. After a prolonged illness, Helen Schucman died of
related complications at age 71 in 1981.

Miracles Pathway Fellowship,
Guelph, Ontario,
Canada
http://www.execulink.com/~dthomp75/2007/index.htm
E-mail: dthomp74ca@yahoo.ca

28. Pages 52-53 UNDATED “Stranger on the Road”
Poem by Helen Schucman

Telephone: 1-519-780-0922

This is a poem, one of many written by Schucman. How it
ended up as part of “Special Messages” is a mystery. Perhaps
a filing error?

For more information concerning this document and the
rest of the Shorthand Notes distribution from Miracles Pathway Fellowship please see the Release Notes and Quick Start
Guide accompanying this distribution.
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